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“ Our success multiplies each
time we
lead someone else
to success.”
-Susan
Collins
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Autism Celebrated on Sesame Street
Autism has entered
the world of children’s entertainment through Julia, the
newest character on Sesame
Street. Autism, usually easy to
identify from a child’s early
age, is characterized by difficulty in communicating or
forming relationships with
people. As of 2014, an estimated 1 in 68 children were diagnosed
with Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD), so the disorder is clearly growing. Although boys
are nearly five times
more likely to be
autistic than girls,
Sesame Street took a
unique point of view
on the issue.
In order for
younger generations
to understand this growing
issue, Sesame Street decided
to debut Julia because she
made people aware of the
incidence of autism and its
frequency. Since Julia is diagnosed “on the spectrum”,
which is a method of showing
the severity of Autism, she
requires some help from Big
Bird, one of the original and
most understanding Muppets,
with communicating and socializing with other characters.
As any character on
Sesame Street, Julia’s priority

is to educate her viewers. In a
recent interview, Julia’s creators said that they wanted
Julia to be “portrayed as this
curious kid with thoughts and
ideas that other kids can learn
from as well”. Proving Sesame Street’s accomplishment,
a recent survey by The W ashington Post showed that 14
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percent of preschool age children have become educated
about Autism and its effects
on people through the show.
Although she may seem different from other characters
on Sesame Street, Julia’s effect on the public is long lasting.
Stacey Gorden, the
puppeteer who controls her
and is Julia’s voice, whose
son has autism, feels that ,
“she was destined to play
Julia”. When speaking to The
Washington Post, Gorden
comments, “ The ‘Meet Julia’

episode is something that I
wish my son's friends had
been able to see when they
were small. I remember him
having meltdowns and his
classmates not understanding
how to react.”
Overall, this newest
character on Sesame Street,
has added new value to the
show’s message of
diversity. Although
Julia is different
from her fellow
cast members, the
public has treated
her, along with the
autistic community
as a whole, with
respect.
We, the public
as a whole, should
follow their lead,
because according
to Robert M. Hensel, Guinness World Records
holder for the longest nonstop
wheelie in a wheelchair
states, “There is no greater
disability in society than the
inability to see a person as
more.”
By: Athanasia
Chandras
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Flying Cars...Becoming a Reality?
Have you ever thought about combining a car with an airplane? Many companies are now trying to create a flying car.
Companies such as Kitty Hawk, Aeromobil, Airbus, Terrafugia,
and Uber are some of the businesses now trying to create the
vehicle of the future. Many of the models shown by companies
include cars that can be used as a flying or driving vehicle that
works autonomously (which means it can function independently).
First, Kitty Hawk created a flying car that is used for recreational
flying. It was approved by the Federal Aviation Authority (FAA)
and was said to be an ultralight aircraft. However, this vehicle can
only be used over water and is expected to start selling by the
end of
the
year. Next, AeroMobile announced that it was going
to release its flying car by 2020 and was already taking pre-orders for it. According to Dogonews, the car
can become an airplane in less than 3 minutes and
needs only a few hundred meters to take off. Its
wings measure 20 feet and has a top ground speed
of 99 mph and top air speed of 224 mph. However,
the price of this vehicle is 1.3 million dollars.
Now, a different design, Airbus, incorporates drones with
cars. It is an electric, self-driving car that can be turned into
a flying car if there is heavy traffic. The car would drive to a
docking area where a large drone will attach to the top of the
vehicle. This way the car will now be able to fly. Unfortunately, it is said that Airbus has not said if this will actually be
made. The next company that has released designs of their
flying car is Terrafugia, which is a start up company in

Massachusetts. The name of their vehicle is Transition. It
is expected to be on sale by 2023. To takeoff, no runway
is required and it is computer controlled. The vehicle has
twin electric motor pods and a distributed electrical system
that helps to make the car fly. The car’s engine recharges
the batteries and the propellers can fold to allow for cruising up to 200 mph. It can fly for a distance of 500 miles
and once it lands, it transforms back into a car.
Flying cars could help the environment because many
of the designs that have been created are electric cars.
This would help reduce the carbon dioxide emissions and help to stop global warming. These new inventions
could be the most intriguing invention of the future. Move over Jetsons, here we come!
By: Ayush Agarwal
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SMS Students Participate in Special Olympics
Special Olympics New
Jersey is an organization
dedicated to bringing
pride into the lives of all
involved. It is not-forprofit organization that
provides sports training
and athletic competition
to children and adults with
intellectual disabilities.
The organization operates
on an annual budget pri-

marily funded through individual, corporate, and
civic foundations.
On May 6th our student/athletes competed in
the Track and Field
events , as well as standing
long jump, 50 meter run,
softball throw, the assisted
walk. All athletes received
ribbons for their performances. Not only was this

event about training and
competing, it was also
about social interactions
with others. Students
were able to meet other
students from all over
Hudson County. This encouraged character building skills, leadership, and
good sportsmanship!

Inside Story Headline

PARTICIPANTS:
Isabella Bnetatos, Deon Duran, Daniel Gelcich, Moiza Sheikh, Nandita Patel
VOLUNTEERS:
Nancy Jaber-Bajes, Nancy Lynch, Jon Mimmo, Susan Smahl, Jeanne Gannon, Layth Bajes, Kritika Chopra

“You can’t
put a limit
on anything.”
-Michael
Phelps
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The Halls are Alive...
A new year means
new music for the Secaucus Middle School
Concert and Rock
Band. Along with the
introduction of our
amazing new band Director, Mr.Sonnet, the
6th graders from both
Huber and Clarendon
joined into the Concert
Band, with the 6th
graders having their
own band apart from
the 7th and 8th graders.
Although Mr.Sonnet
had to teach an entire
extra grade, his hardwork and determination paid off, and both
Concert Bands put on
an outstanding show at
the PAC. In addition to
the regular concert, a

select few students
were chosen to be a
part of the Secaucus
Middle School Rock
Band. Along with the
saxophones, trumpets,
clarinets, flutes, and
trombones, singers,
and electric guitars
were added to make
the band really rock.
Instead of using the
traditional method to
perform the concert
(which would be 6th
grade band, 7th and
8th grade band, finishing off with rock
band) Mr.Sonnet attempted something
new, but a little risky.
Fortunately, everything
went to plan, and the
smooth transition of
rock band to concert

band, and back to rock
band reflected the level of planning and determination that
Mr.Sonnet put into the
concert. Finishing off
with “Sweet Child o’
Mine” by Guns and
Roses, the audience
was left in awe by the
amazing performance
of everyone (especially
Mr.Valente on electric
ukulele).
Everything about
the concert was awesome, and it's all
thanks to our amazingly talented musicians
and new band director, Mr.Sonnet.

By: Daniel Virgen
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With the Sound of Music!

GO
Band!!

Rock
On !!
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NJHS Inductees Honored
On June 1, 2017, Secaucus Middle School held the
R.O.G.A.T.E. Recognition
and National Junior Honor
Society Induction Ceremony. The ceremony honored
the hard work, dedication
and achievements of the students and their commitment
to excellence in academics
and high standards of individual responsibility,

“A leader is one
who knows the
way, goes the
way, and shows

Thirteen members of
R.O.G.A.T.E. (Research
Opportunities for Gifted and
Talented Education) were
commended for their participation in the academic interest lecture, competition in
the American Scholastic
Challenge and for taking the
SAT. Several students received certificates of merit
for their achievements.

Induction ceremony was
presided over by the Secaucus
High School graduate members of the NJHS who spoke
on the scholarship, service,
leadership, character and citizenship requirements of the
candidates. The 16 newly inducted members were introduced with a biography celebrating their achievements and
qualifications.
Much appreciation goes
out to Mrs. Debra Demone
and Mrs. AnnaMarie Piccariello, R.O.G.A.T.E. advisors
for all their dedication, guidance, and hard work.

the way.”
-John C. Maxwell

SMS Drama Club Presents...
Under the guidance
of Drama Club Advisor, Allison Cuniff,
the Drama Club
presented “Proud
to be a Patriot!”.
This year’s performance, held in the
Performing Arts
Center, entertained
the audience with a

patriotic theme.

“Seasons of Love”.

Some of the numbers included:
“Coming to America”,
“All-American Girl”,
“Living in America”,
“Party in the USA”,
“Born in the USA”,
“Take Me Home
Country Roads”, and

Emcees for the
evening were Luis
Guerra & Arjun Athalye.
Hats off to Ms. Cuniff and all the performers on another
great performance!
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SMS Students Compete in Poetry Contest
competed in this event.
World language students
competed in the following languages: Chinese, ESL, French,
German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Latin, and Spanish.
The following middle school
students participated in the
event: Aliya Aqeel (Spanish
Beginner), Alison Fanduiz
Under the guidance of
(Italian beginner), Luis Guerra
Spanish teacher, Mrs. Ma(Spanish native), Shahd Hassan
ria Rodriguez, Secaucus
( French intermediate), harveen
Middle School students
Jhamatt ( French beginner), Niparticipated in the 34th
cole Mendez ( Spanish adAnnual Orlando Saa, Forvanced), and Katherine Ren
eign Language Poetry Rec( Chinese native).
itation Contest, held at
All the students recited poWilliam Paterson Univerems from famous poets in their
sity this past May.
original version. Students audiOver 1,000 students
tioned in early February and
and 50 high schools and
met every Monday to perfect
middle schools

their recitations. They showed
true dedication and collaboration to represent our school.
Our students performed
remarkably.
SMS 7th grader,
Nicole Mendez,
(pictured right)
was a 2nd place
winner in the
Spanish advanced category. She recited
the poem
“Penachos
vividos” by famous Cuban
poet and national hero, Jose
Marti.
Congratulations to Mrs.
Rodriguez and her students on
a job well done!
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RIDDLE ME THIS...
What did the ocean say to the sailboat?
Answer: Nothing; it just waved.
What does the pig say at the beach on a hot summer
day?
Answer: “I’m bacon!”

Why do bananas use sunscreen?
Answer: Because they peel.
Parent: “I see you missed the last day of school.”
Student: “Yes, but I didn’t miss it much.”

SMS
PLACES

Mother: “What did you learn this year in school?”
Son: “Not enough; I have to go back tomorrow!”
By: Saniya Tasnim

Riddle Answer: Silence

IN
MATH
LEAGUE!

SMS Has Strong Showing in New Jersey Math League
Earlier this year, a math
competition was held for all
Math Club members called
the N.J. Math League, which
was hosted by math teachers, Mr. Pat Coccuci and
Mr. Dylan Caruso.
Upon asking Mr. Caruso
a few basic questions about
the competition such as the
difficulty of setting the
event up, how many people
participated, and his opinion of how the school
ranked compared to other
schools in Hudson County.

Mr. Caruso responded,
“Setting the event up was
quite easy actually. Also,
the majority of the Math
Club members participated.
I actually think our school
ranked pretty high in the
county, and I am very
proud of all the participants.”
Here were the results
of the competition:

7th Grade:
2nd Place: Ryan Badi
3rd Place: Smriti Chopra
8th Grade:
1st Place: Chaoyi Liang
3rd Place: Boyang Zhou
4th Place: William Delasi
The 8th Grade Team finished 1st in the county:

1st Place: Ayush Agarwal

Chaoyi Liang, Nicholas
Munoz, Boyang Zhou, William Delasi, Sabrina Li, and
Ethan Chandy.

3rd Place: Anay Tillo

CONGRATULATIONS!

6th Grade:

By: Anay Tillu
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Spring Choral Concert a Hit!

This year’s choral concert proved to be a rousing
success under the tutelage of Mr. Ilias Siafakas, Chorus
Director. The chorus members entertained the audience at The Performing Arts Center with the following
numbers: “Hallelujah Madrigal”, “I am a Small Part of
the World”, “Beauty and the Beast”, and “Aya Ngena”.

Secaucus Middle School
Band and Chorus

2016/2017
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2017 Track and Field
As another year
of Track & Field
comes to a close,
SMS students displayed strength,
endurance, and
perseverance.

The team had
an overall record
of 3-1. The boy’s

Don’t limit
your
challenges.
Challenge
your limits.

team placed 4th
out of 10 teams in
the NJIC Championship Meet.
Luis Mundo
won the 55m
sprint finals,
Jhackzon Gil
Sanchez won the
100m sprint fi-

nals. Linus Mundo, Carlos Triana,
Fabian France,
and Jhackzon Gil
Sanchez won the
4x100m sprint relay finals.
-Staff

Have a safe and happy summer!

BEST OF LUCK IN HIGH SCHOOL!

